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Abstract: - Future hard disk storage systems will store information at a density of 10 Tbit/in2. The development and
design of high density storage technologies requires the detailed simulation of the magnetization processes. We
combine a hybrid finite element/boundary element method with matrix compression techniques and fast Poisson
solvers, in order to simulation the writing process on a magnetic hard disks.
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four orders of magnitude as the interaction between all
parts (storage layers, soft underlayer, write head, shields,
and coil) has to be taken into account. We developed a
finite element / boundary element method in order to
span length scales over four orders of magnitude as
required for this type of simulations.
This paper is organized as follows. We first give an
introduction into the current state of the art of magnetic
hard disk storage in section 2. In section 3 we present
the governing equations that have to be solved. Section 4
deals with the set of numerical methods that are
combined to effectively simulate the write process and
the thermal stability of future hard disk systems. We
apply a finite element method for space discretization, a
fast boundary method to treat the magnetic interaction
between moving parts, and a fast Poisson solver to
evaluate the magnetostatic fields. Section 5 presents
numerical results for recording on bit patterned media.

1 Introduction
The design and optimization of ultra high density
storage technologies requires a precise understanding of
the dynamics of magnetization reversal in hard disk
systems. These include the magnetic storage layer itself,
the magnetic write head with current carrying coils, and
any additional magnetic layers, like the soft magnetic
underlayer (SUL) that enhances the writeability. In
addition to the write process that needs a careful design
of all interaction parts, the thermal stability becomes a
main issues in future magnetic recording. A route to
optimize and improve hard disk systems is
micromagnetic simulation. Micromagnetism [1] is a
continuum theory that describes the dynamics of the
magnetization. By solving an equation of motion for the
magnetization vector the magnetic state of a material can
be predicted as function of space and time. The main
challenge for the numerical solution is the huge change
in characteristic length scales of the systems involved
ranging from sub-nanometers to several micrometers.
Current roadmaps in magnetic data storage aim for a
storage density of 10 Tbit/in2. This will require magnetic
islands of 6 nm x 6 nm with a non-magnetic spacer
between the islands of 2 nm. Each island itself will be
composed of multiple magnetic layers with a thickness
of 2 nm or less. The writer dimensions including the coil
exceed easily 10 micrometers. The design of recording
devices requires the span a length scale of more than
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2 Recording technologies
Current hard disk technology uses perpendicular
magnetic recording media. Data is stored using granular
magnetic thin films with the magnetically easy axis
perpendicular to the film plane. With the last two years,
the transition from longitudinal magnetic recording to
perpendicular magnetic recording took place. All major
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abo
out 30 grainns with theirr magnetizattion point inn the
sam
me directionn, either uup or dow
wn. Recent Lab
dem
monstrations come closee to the limitt of conventtional
perrpendicular recording. In October 2007, Weestern
Dig
gital announcced an area ddensity of 52
20 Gbit/in2 [44].
One way to overcome tthe recording
g is so-calleed bit
patterned mediaa. The key iddea of bit paatterned recorrding
is to
t increase thhe volume of a magneticc storage unit and
thu
us make it thhermally moore stable. This
T
increases the
pro
oduct of the magnetic annisotropy en
nergy (anisottropy
eneergy density multiplied by volume) of the maggnetic
entity and thus enhances thee thermal staability. Increaasing
the grain size inn granular thhin film med
dia to increasse the
vollume of magnetic
m
enttity in graanular thin film
recording mediia would inccrease the no
oise and brooaden
the transition width
w
betweeen bits. If thee bit boundaary is
bro
oad the bits cannot put closely tog
gether leadinng to
tran
nsition jitter.. In bit patteerned media the bit bounndary
is defined by patterning. The magn
netic entitiess are
phy
ysically sepaarated and thee transition jiitter is reducced.

recording compaanies are noow shipping products baased
on perpendicular
p
r magnetic reecording.

Fig 1. Transition from lonngitudinal too perpendiccular
recording. In perpendicular
p
r recording informationn is
storeed using maagnetic mom
ments pointinng perpendiccular
to thhe thin film. One major advantage of
o perpendiccular
recording is thee possibility to use highher write fields
whicch results inn a gain of
o in thermaal stability and
conssequently areea density.
A major
m
limit in convenntional magnnetic recordding
technnology is given
g
by thee superparam
magnetic efffect.
Wheen the magnetic storage unit becomees too small the
maggnetization will
w lose its preferred direction
d
duee to
therm
mal fluctuatiions. In ordeer to achieve a high signaal to
noise ratio on bit
b of a maggnetic recordding medium
m is
madde of several storage unitss (grains). Byy making thee bit
size smaller the grain size has to decreease as welll, in
ordeer to keep a sufficient number
n
of grrains per bitt. In
the
ordeer to avoid thermal deccay of the information,
i
maggnetocrystalliine anisotroppy of the maaterial has too be
increeased. A higgh magneto-ccrystalline anisotropy
a
keeeps
the magnetizatio
m
on stable agaainst thermal fluctuationss but
also increases thhe magnetic field requireed to reversee the
maggnetization. This
T effect prrovides the ultimate
u
limitt for
storaage density in
i conventionnal perpendiicular recordding.
At some
s
stage, the
t field prooduced by thhe write heaad is
just too small to switch the grains
g
and write
w
informaation
ontoo the disk. By
B placing thhe media effe
fectively intoo the
air gap
g of the writer
w
(write pole,
p
yoke, soft
s under laayer,
and return pole) a higher wrrite field cann be achieved in
perppendicular magnetic
m
reecording ass compared to
longgitudinal recoording whichh can make only use off the
fringging fields off the writer (see
(
Fig 1). The
T higher write
w
fieldd is one of the main advantages
a
o perpendiccular
of
recording. It is now
n
possiblee to shrink the
t grains while
w
keepping a highh thermal stability
s
by increasing the
maggnetocrystalliine anisotroppy. The intterplay betw
ween
signal to noise,, thermal sttability, andd writeabilityy is
usuaally referred to
t as recordiing trilemma [2].
C
Conventional
l perpendicuular magnetic recordingg is
belieeved to reachh recording densities
d
in the
t range of 500
2
Gbitt/in2 to 600 Gbit/in2 [3]]. At 500 Gbit/in
G
onee bit
coveers an area off about 17 nm
m x 75 nm. One bit is made
m
out of
o an ensembble of grains with a diameter in the raange
of 6 nm to 8 nm
m. At 500 Gbit/in2 onee bit is madee of
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3 Micromaagnetic eq
quations
A magnetic
m
maaterial can bee characterizzed by the sppatial
disttribution off its magnettic polarizattion vector. The
equ
uilibrium connfiguration oof the magn
netic polarizzation
can
n be directlly computedd by minim
mizing the total
magnetic Gibbb’s free eneergy. The to
otal Gibb’s free
eneergy is the suum of the exxchange enerrgy, the magnnetocry
ystalline anisotropy energgy, the magn
netostatic ennergy,
and
d the Zeemann energy:

where J = (β1,β
β2,β3)Js denottes the magn
netic polarizaation.
A is
i the exchannge constantt and fk is th
he energy deensity
associated wiith the uuniaxial magnetocrysta
m
alline
anisotropy of grains
g
in thee magnetic storage
s
layerr. Hd
and
d Hext denotee the demagnnetizing and the
t external field,
resp
pectively. Thhe minimizaation of (1) with
w respect to J,
sub
bject to the constraint |J| = Js, providees an equilibbrium
statte of the ferromagnettic structuree. Howeverr, in
magnetic recorrding we aree also intereested in the time
evo
olution of thee magnetic ppolarization. Here the extternal
fielld is a functiion of time Hext = Hext(t) and is geneerated
by a current puulse through tthe coil of th
he magnetic write
w
heaad.
The Gilbert equation of m
motion
(2)
ves the dynam
mic responsee of the mag
gnetization due
d to
giv
a ch
hange of the driving fieldd Hext. The effective
e
fieldd Heff
is the
t negativee variationall derivative of the maggnetic
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Gibbb’s free eneergy density.. Hth is a raandom, therrmal
fieldd that mimiccs the effectt of thermall fluctuationns at
non--zero temperrature assumiing white noise. The therrmal
fieldd has zero mean
m
and iss uncorrelated in time and
spacce.
T external field is the magnetic fieeld created by
The
b a
giveen current distribution.
d
Examples are the currrent
throuugh the drivving coil of thhe write heaad or the currrent
throuugh the senssing elemennt of a read head. It cann be
calcuulated by Bioo-Savart’s laaw
Fig
g 2. Multiscaale simulatioon of high density
d
maggnetic
recording system
ms. The charracteristic length scale raanges
from
m more thann 10 nm in ccoils to 1 nm
m size featurres in
the data layer.

(3)
wherre the integrral is over thhe conductorr with a currrent
denssity j. The numerical evaluation of (3) for the
calcuulation of thhe field creaated from cuurrent coils uses
u
matrrix compresssion techniquues that will be discussed in
laterr in section 4.
4
T demagneetizing fieldd Hd, whichh is also caalled
The
maggnetostatic innteraction fieeld, follows from
f
a magnnetic
scalaar potential u
(4)

g. 3. Objects in magnetic recording sim
mulations.
Fig

s
of equattion (4) is zeero for any point
p
The right hand side
o
outside the magnnetic materiaals. Equationn (4) is an open
bounndary probleem [5]. There is no bounndary conditiions
that gives the pootential at thee surface of the magnet. For
the unique soluution of (44) one needd to apply the
conddition that u approachess zero at inffinity. We usse a
hybrrid finite element / bouundary elem
ment methodd to
solve (4) whereeby significaant speed up
u and mem
mory
reduuction is obtaained using matrix
m
comprression.

4.1
1 Models – space discrretization
Eacch part of thhe recording system (coiil, yoke and pole
tip of the writee head, data layer, and so
oft underlayeer) is
treaated as a model. Inn order to
o represent the
magnetization distribution
d
w
within a mag
gnetic model, we
mesh the moddel using a tetrahedral mesh. Withhin a
tetrrahedron thhe Cartesiaan componeents of J are
inteerpolated witth linear basis functions. Each node point
p
hollds a magneetic momentt vector mi = JVi/μ0 annd an
effeective field vector
v
Heff,i. H
Here μ0 is th
he permeabiliity of
vaccuum. The effective
e
field Heff at thee nodal poinnts of
the finite element meshh is calculaated withinn the
fram
mework of thhe box methood. At the no
odal point i of
o the
finiite element mesh
m
is approoximated by [6]

4 Numerica
N
al method
ds
Fig. 2 illustratees the multtiscale naturre of magnnetic
recording simulations. The length scales span sevveral
ordeers of magnittude. In addittion we havee to treat movving
partss as the heaad is flying over the daata layer during
maggnetic recordiing.
W use an obbject orienteed approach to representt the
We
diffeerent real woorld objects and their innteractions. The
basicc objects off the simulattion softwarre are shownn in
Fig. 3. The inteeraction objeects take care of the muutual
interractions beetween the models. Magnets and
condductors are generalized
g
a model. Eacch model has its
as
locally changingg material properties
p
(ggrains), a fiinite
elem
ment mesh, magnetic
m
mooments, and effective fieelds.
For fast computtation of the interaction fields the mesh
m
poinnts are divideed into clusteers. The fieldd box is usedd for
fieldd evaluation using
u
a fast Poisson
P
solver.
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(5)
where Vi is the volume of a “box” surro
ounding the nodal
n
poiint i. The boxx volumes aare mutually exclusive soo that
the following eqquation holdds
(6)
Similarly thee coil is meshhed into tetraahedral elem
ments.
o the
Herre the currennt density j iis defined att the nodes of
mesh.
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bottleneck of the method since is a fully populated
matrix. The storage requirements and computational
costs are of O(M2), where M is the number of boundary
nodes. Especially for magnetic thin films the method
loses efficiency since most of the nodes are located at
the boundary.

Some of the magnetic layers in magnetic recording
system such as the soft underlayer are artificial
antiferromagnets. Two ferromagnetic layers are
separated by a very thin (0.8 nm) Ru layer that
introduces an antiferromagnetic coupling between the
two ferromagnets. This trick proved to be efficient in
order to avoid spurious magnetic fields caused by
moving magnetic domain walls. We use special finite
elements that were originally developed to model thin
air gaps in magnetostatic field calculations [6], in order
to treat such thin layers. These shell elements are
triangular prism element with no volume. The
integration along the direction perpendicular to the thin
layer is performed analytically before the system
matrices are built.

4.2.1 Clusters
The idea of clustering the surface nodes of the surface
mesh allows the storage of the boundary matrix in
compressed form. The compressed matrix is sparse in a
sense that only few data are needed for its
representation. The matrix–vector multiplication is of
almost linear complexity [9]. Originally, the
discretization of the boundary integral leads to a large
dense matrix that has no explicit structure. However, by
suitable renumbering and permuting the boundary
nodes, the dense matrix can be written in a block
structure so that each block describes the interaction
between two clusters of boundary nodes. If the two
clusters are far apart the corresponding block matrix can
be approximated by low rank matrices. The
corresponding two clusters are called admissible. If the
n×m matrix D is a block matrix that describes the
interaction of two admissible clusters it can be
approximated

4.2 Interactions – magnetic field computation
In order to simulate the recording process we have to
treat the motion of the writer over the magnetic storage
layer. A common approach to include moving parts into
electromagnetic finite element simulations is the use of
sliding grids and Mortar elements [7]. An alternative
approach is the use of the use hybrid finite element /
boundary element (FEM/BEM) techniques [8]. For
magnetic recording simulations FEM/BEM methods
have the advantage that no mesh is needed between the
different magnetic parts, and the magnetization
dynamics can be calculated in the rest frame of each
part.
Further, the FEM/BEM method effectively treats the
open boundary problem, since it takes the boundary
condition u = 0 at infinity into account. For the solution
of equation (4) with the hybrid FEM/BEM method one
Poisson equation with Neumann boundary conditions
and one Laplace equation with Dirichlet boundary
conditions have to be solved. To obtain the boundary
conditions a matrix vector product has to be performed.
We split the total magnetic potential u into two parts, u
= u1 + u2. The potential u1 solves the Poisson equation
(4) inside the magnetic particles with Neumann
boundary conditions at the surface of the magnets and it
is zero outside the magnets. The potential u2 solves the
Laplace equation everywhere in space and shows a jump
at the surfaces of the magnets. The potential u2 is the
potential from a magnetic dipole sheet at the surfaces of
the magnet and can be computed by a surface integral
over the boundary. After discretization the integral
operator may be expressed as a matrix vector product

(8)
by the product of two smaller matrices with the
dimensions n×k and k×m. For admissible clusters k will
be much smaller than n and much smaller than m.
Therefore both, the storage for the block matrix and
CPU time evaluating the product of the block matrix
vector with a vector is only O(k(n+m)) instead of O(nm).
The renumbering of the nodes is done by geometric
criteria. Consecutive boundary node numbers will be
assigned to nodes located close to each other. These
nodes are combined in a cluster. Each cluster pair
corresponds to a block in the renumbered boundary
matrix. Two admissible clusters appear as a large offdiagonal block matrix can be approximated by a product
of two smaller matrices. The off-diagonal blocks
represent the far field interactions between nodes. Fig. 4
gives an example for the panel clustering and the block
structure for a set of 10 nodes. The cluster with the
nodes (8,9,10) and the cluster with the node (1,2,3,4,5)
form a pair of admissible clusters. The corresponding
block matrix appears in the lower left corner of the
boundary matrix.
There is no need to compute the full matrix in order
to evaluate the matrix vector product (7). First, the
boundary nodes are renumbered and arranged into a
cluster tree. Then, the low rank approximation of the

(7)
Here u1 and u2 are vectors that collect the potential
values at the surface nodes of the finite element grid.
The storage requirement for the matrix B is the
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off-ddiagonal bloock matrices can be computed
c
ussing
adapptive cross approximaation [10]. This iteraative
algoorithm compuutes factorizaation (8) of the
t block maatrix
into two smalller matricees with a complexity of
O(k2(n+m)).

4.3
3 Time integration
Thee space discretization ddescribed ab
bove leads to a
sysstem of ordinnary differenntial equatio
ons (ODEs). The
OD
DEs describee the dynamiics of the magnetic mom
ments
at the nodes of
o the finite element mesh.
m
Owinng to
ferrromagnetic exchange that strrongly couuples
neighboring maagnetic mom
ments and fav
vors their parallel
orieentation thee ODEs aree stiff. Therrefore we use
u a
bacckward diffeerentiation sccheme [11]. It is essentiial to
app
ply a propper preconnditioner. We
W providee an
app
proximate Jaacobian matrrix that contaains all the shorts
ran
nge interactioons (ferromaagnetic exchaange interacttions,
magnetocrystalline anisottropy, exterrnal field) but
neg
This
glects the lonng-range maagnetostatic interactions.
i
metthod speedss up the tim
me integratio
on by orderrs of
magnitude [12].

Fig. 4. Fast booundary elem
ment method used for the
calcuulation of magnetostatic interactions.. Left hand side:
s
The nodes are reenumbered and
a grouped together so that
nodees with conseecutive numbbers are locaated next to each
e
otheer and form a cluster. Rigght hand side: Correspondding
blocck structure of
o the interaaction matrixx. The large offdiaggonal blockss can be approximated
a
d by low rank
r
matrrices. After [10].

5 Results
One serious prooblem in bit patterned maagnetic recorrding
is write
w
synchrronization. T
The write fieeld has to hiit the
magnetic islandd at exactlyy the right tiime. If the write
fielld switches to
t early or too late the targ
get island will be
misssed and no bit
b is writtenn. Schabes [13] introduceed the
con
ncept of adddressability for bit pattterned recorrding.
Sw
witching of a given islandd is possiblee within a ceertain
wriite margin. Magnetostattic interactio
ons amongst the
islaands create additional
a
fields acting on
n the target issland
durring writing. As a conseqquence the write
w
marginn will
dep
pend on the magnetic
m
statte.

ng parts
4.2.22 Fieldboxess and movin
Equaation (7) alsoo treats the interactions
i
b
between
disttinct
maggnetic parts. This leads to
t the compllication that the
interraction matrix has to bee re-evaluateed at each time
t
step.. Despite thhe gain in CPU
C
time owing
o
to maatrix
com
mpress the reepeated com
mputation off the interacction
matrrix is too cosstly for recording simulattions. In ordeer to
avoiid this probleem we use thhe properties of the magnnetic
scalaar potentiall. For exam
mple, the scalar
s
potenntial
prodduced by thhe head maggnetization follows from
m a
surfaace integral over the surrface of the head.
h
Insteadd of
evaluuating the potential
p
dirrectly on thhe nodes of the
storaage layer, wee evaluate thhe potential at
a the surface of
a fieeld box that encloses thee storage layyer. Then a fast
Poissson solver iss used to com
mpute the pootential from
m the
headd within thee field box at high spaatial resoluttion.
Num
merical derivvation gives the magnettostatic fieldd on
the field
f
box grid. Finally, the
t magnetoostatic interaation
fieldd in the storrage layer iss computed by
b interpolaation
from
m the regularr grid of the box onto thhe finite elem
ment
meshh of the storaage layer.
A
Again,
we use
u matrix compressionn techniquess to
reduuce the size of the interaaction matrixx, which rellates
the surface
s
nodees of the heaad with the surface
s
nodees of
the field
f
box. Thhe idea of cluustering the surface
s
nodees of
the surface messh allows thhe storage of
o the bounddary
matrrix in compreessed form.
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g. 5. Write head and magnetic elements
e
forr bit
Fig
patterned recorrding. The im
mage shows a blow-up of
o the
reg
gion below thhe pole tip off the head.
Wee compute the
t
write m
margins for a given ranndom
magnetization configurationn in pattern
ned media with
w
a
storrage densityy of 2 Tbit/inn2. The mediia design folllows
that proposed by Richter and co-wo
orkers [14]. The
islaands were off ellipsoidal sshape with a length of 30 nm
and
d a width of 7.5 nm. Thee center to ceenter spacingg was
8.98 nm. The switching
s
fieeld of the islaand is aroundd 1 T
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withh a minimum
m at a field anngle of aboutt 40 degree. The
islannd thickness was 3 nm, thhe air bearingg surface (A
ABS)
to media
m
spacinng was 3 nm and thee ABS to soft
undeerlayer (SU
UL) spacingg was 8 nm.
n
Recordding
simuulations weree performed using a stanndard single pole
p
headd with trailinng shield. We
W calculatedd the maxim
mum
writee marginss includingg magnetoostatic efffects
(inteeractions between the dots and head-media-h
h
head
interractions). Thhe multiscalle nature off the simulaation
projeect becomess clear by loooking at thee writer and the
patteerned elemennts simultaneeously (Fig. 5).
5
T compute the write maargins we were
To
w
running the
simuulations seveeral times wiith different initial positiions
of the
t
head. To
T avoid anny effects from the head
h
dynaamics we firrst computedd the remannent state off the
headd, then cycled the headd several tim
mes and finnally
perfo
formed the reecording sim
mulations. Wiith a data ratte of
2 biits per nanoosecond the head velocity used in the
simuulations was 17.96 m/s.
m
From the
t
results we
concclude that thee non-uniforrm magnetizaation reversaal of
the dots
d
and thee magnetostaatic interactioons betweenn the
dots narrow the write
w
marginn. Most of thee dots are muultidom
main for an extended
e
tim
me period beefore they reeach
theirr final magneetic state (upp or down). Fig.
F 6 showss the
succcessful writinng of bits in the center trrack in an arrray
of 3 x 12 magneetic islands. The
T write maargin was foound
to bee 1.75 ± 0.255 nm. This corresponds
c
to 19 percennt of
the center
c
to cennter spacing of
o the dots. Moving
M
the head
h
out of phase by more than 1.75 nm leaads to bit errrors.
Bit errors
e
especially are fouund for bits where the stray
fieldd from the neeighboring track is high.
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C
on
We presented
p
nuumerical metthods for maggnetic recordding
simuulations. The mutual innteraction between movving
partss is efficientlly treated using a hybridd finite / elem
ment
bounndary methood. The adaaptive crosss approximaation
scheeme is used too compress the
t interactioon matrices.
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